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Letter from the editor
Dearest drinkers of ink,
Firstly, thank you so much for your patience over the last few months, as
I’ve slowly worked my way through the pile of submissions. It’s been a
ridiculously busy few months for me outside of the magazine – I’ve had covid,
passed my PhD upgrade, and started working a new job – and the patience and
kindness every time I have had to delay responses or disappeared from Twitter
has not gone unnoticed.
Secondly, I am going to trial a couple of changes in the submissions form
over the next submission period. I’m going to trial expedited response times,
wherein contributors can tip my ko-fi page for a quicker response. This is for a
couple of reasons, the first being that this magazine has been run at a loss for
the last two years, and even though it hasn’t cost much, it’s not a loss I can
currently afford. I’m also going to trial some format changes, but those will
come through later.
Finally, I want to give massive thanks to everyone who submitted,
whether their work was accepted or not. It takes a lot of bravery to send work
to a magazine, and the waiting can be hellish. You are all wonderful and I
always adore reading the work that is sent in.
Happy solstice, wonderful readers!
CTM x
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Contributors, in order of appearance
Shine Ballard (he/him)
Shine Ballard, the utter saucier, uses notebooks . . . and ekes by a pencil.
Twitter: @xShine14
OCEAN (he/they)
Ocean (he/they) is a young writer, a Graeco-Roman mythology connoisseur and
over-consumer of cake. His work is a testament to people too far away in the
universe for him to cling to. Open Pandora’s Box here: moonciphers.carrd.co
Rachel Handley (they/them)
Rachel Handley is a queer disabled poet, fiction writer, and academic based in
Dublin, Ireland. Their work has been published by The Liminal Review, Arlen
House, Dreich, 365 Tomorrows, The Madrigal Press, Ellipsis Zine, and Bear
Creek Gazette (forthcoming). Their debut collection of short stories, Possible
Worlds and Other Stories, will be published by Ellipsis Imprints in September
2022.
Twitter: @_RachelHandley
Chella Courington (she/her)
Chella Courington is a writer/teacher whose poetry and fiction appear in
numerous anthologies and journals including DMQ Review, The Los Angeles
Review, and New World Writing. A Pushcart and Best New Poets Nominee,
Courington was raised in the Appalachian south and now lives in Central
California. She has two recent microchaps of poetry—Good Trouble, Origami
Poems Project, and Hell Hath, Maverick Duck Press.
Twitter: @chellacouringto | Instagram: @chellacourington
Julia Foerst (she/her)
Julia Foerst is a young poet from the Philadelphia area that loves to explore
worlds unseen and expand little details into big dreams. She is a graduating
high school student who writes blurbs of poetry to escape reality.
Twitter: @JulesFoerst | Instagram: @julesfoerst
Lydia Rae Bush (she/her)
Lydia Rae Bush is a former Creative Writing Instructor based in New England.
Her poetry, which focuses on sexuality, mental health, and intersectional
feminism, can be found presently and forthcoming in publications such as The
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Open Culture Collective, Amphora Magazine, The Lanthorn, Pinnacle Anthology,
and Overcomer: Breaking Down the Walls of Shame and Rebuilding Your Soul.
Twitter: @LRBPoetry
Christopher Collingwood (he/him)
Chris was born and raised in Sydney Australia. He completed university in
Sydney and graduated with a degree in business studies. Chris has devoted his
spare time to writing, with works published in Quadrant, The Remington
Review, The Avenue, The Aurora Journal, Jalmurra, Adelaide Magazine, Eunoia
Review, 101 Fiction, and several genre anthologies, among other creative
spaces.
Andy VanDoren (any pronouns)
Andy VanDoren (any pronouns) is a queer, synesthetic poet inspired by natural
phenomena. They can be found frequenting tea shops, talking to bumblebees,
and sitting on swingsets. Themes of their work include abstracting reality and
unreliable narrators. Through poetry, they seek to paint pictures of how the
world looks from inside their mind. They are published in Ghost Girls Zine,
Celestite Poetry, and The Field Guide Poetry Magazine.
Twitter: @raggedypoet
Simon Alderwick (he/him)
Simon Alderwick is originally from England but currently lives in the
Philippines. His poetry has appeared in Magma, Ink Sweat & Tears, Acid Bath,
Broken Spine, Acropolis, Black Flowers and Anthropocene, among others.
Twitter: @SimonAlderwick
Lynn Valentine (she/her)
Lynn Valentine lives in the Highlands. She had her debut collection, Life’s Stink
and Honey, published by Cinnamon Press in 2022, after winning the Cinnamon
Literature Award in 2020. Lynn’s Scots language pamphlet, A Glimmer of Stars,
was published by Hedgehog Poetry Press in 2021, after winning their dialect
competition. She was runner up in the Scots category of the Wigtown Poetry
Prize in 2021. The Scottish Poetry Library chose one of her poems in their
selection of best Scottish poems 2021. She is being mentored by Niall Campbell
after winning a place on the Roddy Lumsden Memorial Mentoring Scheme.
Twitter: @dizzylynn
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Deborah Finding (she/her)
Dr Deborah Finding (she/her) is a queer feminist writer with a background in
academia, journalism and activism. Her publications include The Guardian, the
Huffington Post, DIVA magazine, and IB Tauris's 'Reading Cult Television' book
series. Originally from the North-East of England, Deborah now lives in
London.
Twitter: @deborahfinding | Instagram: @dfinding
Robin Helweg-Larsen (he/him)
Robin Helweg-Larsen has been published in the Alabama Literary Review,
Allegro, Ambit, Amsterdam Quarterly and other international journals. He is
Series Editor for Sampson Low's 'Potcake Chapbooks - Form in Formless
Times', and blogs at formalverse.com from his hometown of Governor's
Harbour in the Bahamas.
http://formalverse.com, https://sampsonlow.co/potcake-chapbooks/
A J Wilson (she/her)
Angela (she/her) was born and lives in rural North Wales, UK, she has recently
returned to writing and this last year has been published in a number of
magazines including, Write On Magazine, Visual Verse, Spillwords, Last Leaves
and Whispers and Echoes, she is currently compiling her work for her first
poetry collection.
Twitter: @Wilson20Ange | Blog: https://poetisatinta.wordpress.com
John Martin (he/him)
John Martin’s first collection of short stories and poems,” The Origin of
Loneliness”, was published by JMF press; then followed two poems in The
London Magazine and one published by Macmillan which was translated into
twenty languages. He has one poem published in The Lancet. His style can be
dense or sensuously expansive. He studied philosophy before medicine and
works as a doctor and scientist in Europe and the US. His wide experience
professionally (including as a soldier) and personally, influences his poetry
both intellectually and emotionally.
Patricia M. Osborne (she/her)
Patricia M Osborne is married with grown-up children and grandchildren. In
2019 she graduated with an MA in Creative Writing (University of Brighton).
Patricia is a published novelist, poet and short fiction writer. She has been
published in various literary magazines and anthologies. Her poetry pamphlets,
Taxus Baccata, The Montefiore Bride and Sherry & Sparkly were published by
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The Hedgehog Poetry Press. She has a successful blog at Whitewingsbooks.com
featuring other writers. When Patricia isn’t working on her own writing, she
enjoys sharing her knowledge, acting as a mentor to fellow writers.
Twitter: @PMOsborneWriter | Facebook: @triciaosbornewriter
Tamara Nasution (she/her)
Tamara (she/her) was born and raised in a small town in Indonesia. She has
been writing since her preteen years and has several pieces of her works
selected for publication, including for a poem contest organized by the ASEAN.
Her writings are mostly derived from her personal experiences; she often
writes about what it is like to be queer in a heteronormative society. When
she's not writing, Tamara works full-time in a nonprofit focusing on children.
She is passionate about humanitarian aid and climate change adaptation.
Twitter: @sacredswamp | Instagram: @kappaca
Allison Grace (she/they)
Allison Grace (She/They), is a lover of tea and all things literary. Born and
raised in Chicago, Illinois, Allison writes coming of age poetry and prose that
explore the challenges of everyday experiences. Published in Small Leaf Press,
Powders Press, Ink Drinkers Magazine, and more. Their poem, Mother I Dreamt
of, was originally published with Magpie Lit.
Twitter: @allisonwgrace
Clive Donovan (he/him)
Clive Donovan devotes himself full-time to poetry and has published in a wide
variety of magazines including Acumen, Agenda, Prole, Sentinel and Stand. He
lives in Totnes, Devon, UK. He is a Pushcart and Forward Prize nominee for this
year’s best individual poems and his first collection, The Taste of Glass, is
recently published by Cinnamon Press. The poem, 'Dream Garden' was first
published in the anthology 'Ivory and rose leaves' [Atlantean Publishing].
Twitter: @CliveDonovan99
Wren Donovan (she/her)
Wren Donovan (she/her) lives in Tennessee. Her poetry appears or is upcoming
in Emerge Literary Journal, Anti-Heroin Chic, Harpy Hybrid Review, The
Dillydoun Review, Ink Drinkers Poetry, Moist Poetry, and elsewhere in print
and online. Wren also reads Tarot, practices dance meditation, and talks to
cats.
Twitter: @WrenDonovan | Website: http://wrendonovan.weebly.com
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Jane Ayres (she/her)
UK based neurodivergent writer Jane Ayres completed a Creative Writing MA at
the University of Kent in 2019 aged 57. Her work has been nominated for Best
of the Net 2021 and can be found in places that include Lighthouse, Streetcake,
Acropolis Journal, Selcouth Station, Sledgehammer and The Forge. As one of the
winners of the 2021 Laurence Sterne Prize, her first collection 'edible' will be
published by Beir Bua Press in July 2022.
Twitter: @workingwords50
Julian Cason (he/him)
Published in Envoi, Pulp Poets Press, Nine Muses, The Dawn Treader, Black
Bough Poetry, Bindweed, The Frogmore Papers and Sarasvati (pending) Full
House Literary (Featured Creator). Long listed for Cinnamon Press Literature
Award 2022.
Jo Mariner (she/her)
I am an US-born poet who has lived in London for over 20 years. Before I came
to London, I was active in poetry performance in Philadelphia. My work has
appeared in several US publications, including the Swanee Review, Midwest
Quarterly, and American Writing. In England, I have been a contributor to
Poetry Ealing, Torriano Poets, Weymouth Review, and Tears in the Fence.
Online my work has appeared in Ink, Sweat, and Tears, Listeners2016.com, and
in Entropy Magazine’s issue Poets on Death, compiled by CA Conrad.
Website: http://www.Listeners2016.com
Amy Bingham (she/her)
Originally from South Gloucestershire, Amy Bingham has always immersed
herself in writing and the spoken word, primarily as a Broadcast Journalist and
News Editor, and then as a Local Government Communications Manager.
However, in 2016, she decided to follow her passion for animal welfare and left
her position to work for a leading animal charity. It was only recently (since
the pandemic) that she picked up her trusted pen and notepad and rediscovered
the joy of writing poetry - with her family, four-legged friends and the North
Devon landscape, where she now lives, being her main inspiration.
Tessa Foley (she/her)
Tessa Foley’s debut poetry collection ‘Chalet Between Thick Ears’ was published
by Live Canon in 2018. She has been recognised in the Ware Poets Competition,
Charroux Prize and Arts University Bournemouth Poetry Prize. Her new
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collection “What Sort of Bird are You?” was launched by Live Canon in May
2021.
Twitter: @unhelpable | Instagram: @tessafoleypoet
Kim Whysall-Hammond (she/her)
Kim Whysall-Hammond grew up in London, but now lives deep in the English
countryside. She has worked in both Climate Research and
Telecommunications. A late comer to publishing poems, her poetry has
appeared in Ink, Sweat and Tears, Bind Collective, Amsterdam Quarterly,
London Grip, Ink Drinkers Poetry, Crannóg and others. She also has poems in
anthologies from Wild Pressed Books, Milk and Cake Press, Palewell Press and
Brigids Gate Press.
Website: https://thecheesesellerswife.wordpress.com/
Jill Vance (she/her)
Jill Vance has always liked words. Over the last couple of years, she has taken
some creative writing classes and rekindled her love of poetry. Her poems have
appeared in Truth Serum Press, Pure Slush and Green Ink Poetry. Jill hopes one
day to have a pamphlet published.
Flora Cruft (she/her)
Flora Cruft is a poet and an existential psychotherapist. Her first poetry
pamphlet I am a Spider Mother was called "one of the best new books of March
2022" by Stylist Magazine, and featured in guided tours of the Louise
Bourgeois: the Woven Child exhibition at the Hayward Gallery, London. Her
poetry has been published in a variety of anthologies, journals and zines, and
has been performed at venues such as Soho Theatre, London and Shakespeare &
Co, Paris.
Instagram: @poet.therapist.baker
Janet Harper (she/her)
Janet Harper lives and works in London. She is Poet in Residence with an
organic orchard in Kent and she writes alongside active communities of fellow
poets. Her work has been published in print and online publications including
Analogies and Allegories Literary Magazine, Lime Square Poets, Ink, Sweat and
Tears and The Morning Star.
Twitter: @janetharpoet | Instagram: @janet.harper63 | Facebook: Janet
Harper
Isabel de Andreis (she/her)
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Isabel de Andreis’s poems have recently appeared in Bind Collective, Briefly
Zine, and Love Love Magazine.
Twitter: @isabeldeandreis | Instagram: @isabeldeandreis
Jenny Hockey (she/her)
Jenny Hockey retired as Emeritus Professor of Sociology at Sheffield University
in 2009 to make more time for poetry. Death, gender and material culture were
academic interests that now inspire her writing, especially how the darker side
of life is experienced. She reviews regularly for Orbis poetry magazine and coauthored Family Life, Trauma and Loss in the Twentieth Century, a war-time
family memoir. In 2013 New Writing North awarded her a New Poets Bursary.
After magazine and anthology publications since 1985, Oversteps Books
published her collection, Going to bed with the moon in 2019
(overstepsbooks.com, jennyhockeypoetry.co.uk, familyhistoryandwar.com)
Twitter: @JHockey20
Gillie Robic (she/her)
Gillie Robic was born in India and lives in London. She is poet, voice artist,
director, designer and puppeteer in film, theatre and television. Widely
published in magazines and anthologies in UK and US, she has two collections,
Swimming Through Marble and Lightfalls (Live Canon). A pamphlet, Open
Skies, will be launched in June, in aid of Ukraine. A third collection is due out
later this year.
Twitter: @GillieRobic | Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100011087433227 | Website:
https://gillie.robic.co.uk/poetry
Sally St. Clair (she/her)
Sally's short stories have been published in Panurge and Stand. Her
poems/flash have been prize winners/shortlisted in Mslexia, Bridport, Oxford
Brookes, Arvon, Fish, Gregory O’Donohue, Ginkgo, Wasifiri. She has been
longlisted for Rialto, and has work in Beautiful Dragons, amongst others. She
has read at the Poetry Café, London. Most recently she has had a poem
published in The Lighthouse (Gatehouse Press), and had poems short listed and
long listed in the Bridport Prize 2021, as well as a short story in the most recent
Postbox Magazine (Red Squirrel Press). She is currently working on the final
draft of a novel.
Instagram: @sallystclair.writer | Website: www.sallystclair.com | Email:
sallystclair@hotmail.co.uk
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Fran Fernández Arce (she/her)
Fran Fernández Arce is a Chilean poet currently living in the intersection
between Santiago, Chile, and Suffolk, England.
Twitter: @dylanblue3 | Instagram: @effie.1995
Nora Nadjarian (she/her)
Nora Nadjarian is a poet and writer from Cyprus. She has won prizes or been
commended in international competitions, among others, Poetry on the Lake
and the Live Canon International Poetry Competition 2020. She was a finalist in
the Mslexia poetry competition 2021 and recently won the Anthropocene
Valentine’s Day poetry competition. She has work forthcoming from Broken
Sleep books and Poetry International.
Twitter: @NoraNadj
Anoushka Swaminathan (any pronouns, particularly they/them and
xe/xem)
Anoushka Swaminathan (any pronouns) is a queer Indian-American 7th grader
from Northern California. They love reading all genres, but primarily write
realistic fiction and sci-fi, as well as poetry. E writes to say, 'I am here' in a
world that does not often allow that, as well as for fun and to create space for
self-reflection, societal change, and escape. They have previously been
published in Ice Lolly Review, Chasing Shadows Mag, YAWP Journal, and the
Global Youth Review. When not reading or writing- so barely ever- xe dances
Bharatanatyam, yearns endlessly, and does debate.
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Shine Ballard
sidereal
when sleep gets slippery,
and eyelids succumb to
the slurring, my feet step
waxed with a wearied will—
and i crash into stars too spent
to savvy just how far they’ve slid.
a cosmic mess i have become
outrunning this astral slumber.
perhaps I’ll star asleep. in no arms, rending. dreams: drawing
boards for—something . . . my laced memories render the picture.
i remember their face—
when sleep gets slippery, my knuckles turn sore from
fighting it aside.
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OCEAN
DREAMSCAPE OF US IN THE RIPTIDES [OR FADING IN SEA-FOAM]
Love is the thing formed in cocoons and bursts into pods which you bite and let
fizz in your mouth. It morphs from sparks of divine stardust in dreamscapes
and I let it linger in memories of Ray-Ban glasses and soaking Oreo ice cream
on beachsides.
[DREAMSCAPE: The waves toss our limbs and we spiral in riptide waves and I
want to swim towards you through the storm. Absorb electric energy in this
caved space. I want to bite you like an apple — fresh from the spring market. I
imagine you by my side, wearing shorts revealing sun-kissed skin but all I see
is the silhouette of sea shadows
and the water has turned to ice; I will try to lick it like a faithful lover but the
sharp currents of
my heart means I lose you out to sea — ]
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Julia Foerst
A Viridescent Vision
the escalator elation as i dream of my fall,
ride the ceiling carousel down three floors to recall
a stolen moment with a boy from the mall;
it felt like the past was picking up a long-awaited call.
he was across from the candle shop
at a table with a woman in a sage tinted top.
interested when he’s on the edge of a quick drop,
and where there’s a railing he is quietly sober.
buzzed blonde hair someone else has smoothed over,
eyes lucky and bright, a drop of honey upon a clover.
his brows lifted and his four leaves showed their power
i was left to think about him for the next hour.
for that moment, memories have their chains on me.
were you wearing a green hoodie? a jersey?
it was the smirk that wiped my memory.
five seconds in that small pocket of divine air
taught me to hate the art of forgetting;
that smile, two pitchforks on the edges of his lips there,
their points ordering the marble to swirl under the stairs.
no wonder love feels like an illness,
an uncontrollable hack of the heart and daze.
his left eyebrow had a sun-stricken slash through it;
that ray of light, the blade's glimmer, kept me alert for days.
it reminded me of the desert sun on broken glass, swimming in the sand.
how history can be so pretty and mysteriously grand
in a boy who i can’t quite name,
that distant recognition drives the girl in the mirror insane.
a leak of his past i pretend
to see him drowsed in green light on a girl’s bed.
12

patted down in gauze, eyelashes hitting her palm’s end,
wincing in pain by raising your brow bone.
from the ache, he slept and her whereabouts were unknown.
by then i had gotten on the train thinking how far i take moments,
and how ravenous the mind’s locusts
will tear through what is omened.
there was a scratch on the window and still no one knows it.
with the fog of my breath as a canvas,
i drew a lap of luxury like a romantic,
and a bed of roses.
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Rachel Handley
She tells me
She tells me about
miracles coming
through the window. They
arrive amongst the
light to deliver
her from the dead. They
steal from her: Money,
mind. She tells me she
is trapped in a white
room with cakes, and tea,
and no front door. The
man next to her cries.
His question about
where he is, is a
question about why
he is alone. I
tell her we can’t go
outside because of
the wind, it would sweep
us
both
away.
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Chella Courington
Marking Time
You wait for
the cracked bell
or single crow
to cry
hear the clacks
of your mother’s
heels pass
through the gate.
Do you feel lost
when you crawl out
of bed
& she’s not there?
Does inertia pull you
back to her clicking
on concrete
in a dark station?
You watch the faces (anyone else you know?)
behind windows
washed in grit.
The train stops
spreads shopping bags
into the day.
You don’t see her.
She promised
again & again
to be there.
You step in front of
the guardrail.
Ready.
Heartbeat Literary Journal (April 2016)
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Lydia Rae Bush
desert
Not in my lap,
but upon my head,
the structure, pillars, walls
collapsed.
Not in a pileIn disastrous wreckage,
the former ceiling
now was strewn.
Unable to be reconstructed,
the rubble,
remaining ruins
were blown away.
I stood unprotected from scorching sun,
like one lonely tower left, tossed by the wind.
Glancing once at my tattered rags,
the last but for my tousled hairGlancing twice at my rapid hands,
known to, desperate, mend, repairI shredded the last of those covering cloths,
ripping, destroying, and flinging them off,
and I cried, “Here am I!”
underneath
the open
sky.
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Christopher Collingwood
The Road that Dreams End
All the dreams have ended –
condolence for the night,
the moon has been betrayed,
the river ends at sober feet,
all paths have lost their purpose.
So stand, just stand,
there is nothing to admire,
the sky is dry of providence,
and all the worlds that were promised
were never there, or perhaps
you have just come too late.
Art has found its place
upon the heath, offering little more
that the warmth of winter,
forgetting the days that tempted words,
to bring the mind to adventure, upon the fields,
or streams, or realms we made.
The days are long and cold now,
the water is left for drinking,
nothing more, we eat and drink,
and work and sleep – and the rest
has been forgotten; not that it matters,
for there is nowhere else to go.
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Andy VanDoren
synesthesia
pink for the memories
and grey for the what-ifs
still warm on the pillow
from a dream just ending
yellow for the yolk of dawn
and white for the burning
cold void that was once
your side of the bed.
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Simon Alderwick
the day a volcano erupted in my mind
I was making my way through the mall. It was crowded. Somehow
a volcano had been placed inside — an exhibit on tectonics.
Of course, Sod’s Law, the volcano erupted. I couldn’t get over
the lava to get to McDonalds. So I went up to the sports store
& bought myself a boat-without-paddle. I rode the
escalator on a sea of lava. But when I got to McDonalds the
queue was too long & I felt nauseous looking at the people.
I had this pit festering in my stomach. Like a pit of doom
or a pit in the mountains where you might throw a body if
you were in the mob & had to get rid of someone — you know
how mobsters need to. I didn’t eat in McDonalds. I went to a
street food vendor outside the mall. I got hot sauce all over my
fingers & a stray dog came & ate the drips as they hit the floor.
The whole mall started shaking so I called for a taxi, put my boat
on the roof. Said: take me to town. I told the driver I’d waited
til spring for the flowers to bloom. But when I said that I felt nothing.
He took me to town. There were so many people. A circus or a parade
or a shootout was happening. I don’t own a gun so I held out
my hands, leaned my head back & fired fake shots into the
high street. I imagined the police circling me, shouting through
loudspeakers. When the bars closed, everyone went home
& I lay on my back on the concrete watching ash gently
carpet everything in sight.
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Lynn Valentine
The First Dog
i.m. Dizzy
A dog runs towards you in sleep
her tail tattooing the air.
But she hasn’t run like this in forever,
hasn’t been with you for years.
The tricks the night plays,
shadows masquerading
as all the dogs you’ve known
all the dogs you’ve loved.
Dream trees free you, branch you
skywards into morning’s quiet,
where you cannot find
the dog that’s long been silent.
You hold onto her as best as you can,
a breath of black fur curled in your hand.
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Deborah Finding
at the hospital for ill fairy tales
(after Leivaditis)
Red won’t take off her cloak
her basket is always packed
ready to run, won’t be fooled again
if I close my eyes I still see his teeth
shh... it’s safe, no wolves here, pet
increase to 10mg of haloperidol
Snow is desperate to get home
they can’t manage without her
have to check the apples again
everything I want turns to poison
shh... it’s safe, you can eat here, dear
let’s try you on the risperidone
God is silent, verging on catatonic
incapacitated by consequences
stuck on a free will choices loop
I could end it all and start over
shh... learn to live with yourself, love
there’s nothing else we can give you
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Robin Helweg-Larsen
Fainting
Dizzy –
getting into a tumble-drier
full of concrete clothes –
saw the spaces between
the colorful chaos of matter,
felt the battery of the blocks,
atom, quark,
knew the fear of the Snake
who lives between them...
and woke up, bruised, on the floor.
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A J Wilson
The Circus of Light
blue-washed tempera of magic
airborne on an unconscious balloon,
I sit amongst a kaleidoscope of hallucinations
on the borders of enlightenment,
stretching, I kiss your moon mouth
and wheels are set in motion,
I roll myself in your canvass
to attract attention under the spotlight,
juggling form and concept is
an intricate abstraction from reality,
a high wire act of ambitious anticipation
gasping, I collapse into concrete dust
bathed in bright light, observed
through the eyes of the painted clown
(First published in Last Leaves magazine Issue 3 2021)
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Patricia M. Osborne
Sindy Sisters
For my late sister, Heather.
09.05.56 – 14.07.2009
Tranquil waters reflect
an indigo horizon, white-feathered swans
hover, mandarin ducks swim close.
Aspen quakes her vibrant yellow leaves.
Warmth spreads across my back but I shiver,
spin around–
On the riverbank two children,
YOU and me,
creating plays– Sindy dolls perform.
Commentary
Sindy Sisters is based on a dream when my late sister, Heather, came to me, put
her hands around my shoulders and took me to Heaven.
When Heather and I were young girls, we used to make up plays and our Sindy
dolls acted them out.
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Tamara Nasution
Pixie Dust
I slip in and out
of sleep as she floats
over my hair,
giggling, shedding
furs into my
dreams. Stealthily,
I do not
sleep through
her entry. She curls in
me as my halfopened eyes see her
beaming
triumphantly.
She leaves before
dawn, promising
to return
each night. I
pretend not to look
forward. Her exit
is as elusive
and I whine of
losing sleep
as I fall right back
into it.
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Allison Grace
Mother I Dreamt of
In my dreams, you’re always the first to go
Slipping from my grasp as the world around us shrinks
You pull somehow closer and yet always further from me
I find you nightly on the edges of my memories
Leaving me breadcrumbs of who I might be
Filling me with stories of the you I’ll only ever see
Through faded shadows of who you told them I was
Your presence will always be just a daydream
Long before sanguine edges of my sleep
Melt into memories and wake me with familiarity
Maybe what they should have told you
Is that sometimes dreams should remain only dreams
And while for you I may only exist as a fantasy
You never gave me that same luxury
You got to decide what was best for me
And you chose to remain barely out of reach
Somehow closer and yet always further from me
So, in my dreams, I’ll spare you all responsibility
Take after you when I chose to leave you only with memories
And a hint of the you that’s a part of me. Because in my dreams
I chose when we say goodbye.
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Clive Donovan
Dream Garden
I dreamed of your garden, cara mia, last night
And of cleaning.
The edges were clogged with pebbles, dust, weeds;
Detritus of years.
I yearned to scrape and drag it all out, start again
With fresh borders.
Who knows what will replace it?
New stones, bulbous, flint, coloured flowers...
And in my dream I stood upon a wall, ivy clad.
On the one side was a complicated waste of iron;
Recumbent sculptures in decline.
On the other was a lawn on which you stood
By grass-compacted urns, serving tea,
Shivering and beautiful, a living statue;
The wealth of your gown reaching the ground,
Like fluted ivory
And my dilemma was whether to jump without wings
And on which side...
And green the ivy crept meanwhile tracking
Towards my heart.
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Wren Donovan
Eclipse
I would love to write at night
keep company with the night owls
and the birds that wake in wee hours of the morning.
I am not this sunlit zombie.
Fae or witch or boundary-beast, one of those,
the Other, is my true self. Darkness comforts,
cradles and caresses. Beckons all my demons
all my angels to come out and play or taunt
or dream or dance. Cavort or
pine with cheek upon a slim white hand and
eyes wet, limpid like the pools of moonlight.
I would love to write at night, to flee
the rays that steal my water soul, evaporate
my misty breath on contact. I expire
and lose my compass rose, mandala
limned in silver indigo and black.
Turn out the light. Pull down the shade.
Give me tea and chocolate while I calculate
the next eclipse, next Black Hole Sun.
Night in day, a hum of drones, spectators
watching scintillated shadows,
they don’t notice us, the secret waiting werewolves.
Black circle shifts and purest gasp of liquid light,
a single drop of star achieves my eye my zombie soul
is pierced, dissolved, dismembered.
Elixir saved and rationed, now to feed upon to sip
in pantries, basements, hunched and hairy-handed
in damp caves where bats and camel crickets go.
I would love to write at night, and some day,
some night soon, one midnight under slivered moon
that silver draught will sate and overtake,
and I will rise to terrorize the dawn world.
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Jane Ayres
this sugared heart craves dreams in pastel shades
i wear my serpentine sorrow
melded to this curlicued skin
a perfect fit
& my sugar-sifted heart is
scattered
rue-laden
invites parasomnia
bone-cling shimmer
shadow-lick
vociferous dreaming
folding / (un) / folding
folding / (un) / folding
ebb / flow
then / now
a delicate thunder
leaves
like dragons
womb-skimming
& hollowed tears fall from no/w/here
or somewhere rarely visited
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Julian Cason
Loss
I used
to dream
of your grave,
the cemetery
undayed
kneeling
my fingers running
through sickened grass: clumps
nourished by your cancer,
scrambling
downwards,
a crescent of mud
waxing
under every nail,
my hands are
bloody and blackened,
they must match your own,
this dream
reaches wetted wood,
your lid now weak as rushes
and as I tenderly
part
the softened splinters,
only bones
distant traffic
pounds
like a subterranean heart
then
sizing up the choice,
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I strike
tibia against fibula
hard,
just to make you
spark again.
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Jo Mariner
Dark Agent of the Dream
who puts my hands to wet face carved in clay
who causes damp cheek to suck and breathe
who I follow to yellow water
and to whom I confirm sacrifice is unclean
no sacrifice we agree
who puts me on a narrow path
who gives me drink
whose cup I drink although every sip makes it more difficult to see
and when I am blind
who comes to lead again to waters now clear and clean
who dives for me swims deep and long and free
who is a woman with the strangely shaped glass beads
From which we choose
crystal necklaces that chink like tinkling streams
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Amy Bingham
A Dream Within A Dream

In a dream within a dream last night
I thought I breathed my final breath,
while life slowed down in black and white
to let me float alongside Death.
I thought I breathed my final breath
when, peacefully, my heartbeat stopped
to let me float alongside Death,
where warmth and love had been unlocked.
When, peacefully, my heartbeat stopped
I calmly watched those left behind,
where warmth and love had been unlocked their tears were mirrored in my mind.
I calmly watched those left behind
and felt so sad to see eyes swell.
Their tears were mirrored in my mind.
If only they could sense I'm well.
I felt so sad to see eyes swell
I woke to tell those held so dear.
If only they could sense I'm well
that Death's no stranger they should fear.

I woke to tell those held so dear
and preached my dream for all to share
that Death's no stranger they should fear,
who pulled me back with so much care.
I preached my dream for all to share but it was Death who held my light,
who pulled me back, with so much care,
from a dream within a dream last night.
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Commentary:
“A Dream Within A Dream” was selected as joint runner-up in the 2021
Parkinson's Art 'Poetry in Performance' open competition. As part of the
submission, the poet's recording of the poem was subsequently featured in the
Vivid Dreams art exhibition, which was held last summer at the OXO Tower in
London.
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Tessa Foley
The House that Dreamed of Becoming a Tree
With glassy eyes and fluttering shutters,
she sighed when they pittered up and down the stairs
And stared to the other side of the square
where a silver tree shone every spring,
The thing with houses is they become
the creatures that are living inside,
and to kingdom come with what they love
Or how they want to change with sun,
It’s done a deal if made of bricks,
so House would sit on her foundations, pine asleep
to be a tree and stretch her double- knuckled roots,
and burst those undiluted blooms of bruisey scent.
The tree would bend and shimmy with the breeze
and flirt with rows of other trees, but House
was just some dust and bone
A home for who decided next.
The present that she gave herself was wishing
when her curtains closed, that those among her
Pack and trek to somewhere that she wouldn’t see,
And she could dream the more of being tree,
And when House woke, she close believed
that leaves were there instead of walls,
and all that time she dreamed her dreams,
the tree dreamed back of a family
to live inside her changing skin, to be within
and not be moved by changing winds,
The tree dreamed of a constancy,
to be a house and not a tree.
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Kim Whysall-Hammond
The Mourning of the Children
There are towers, tall and round, no
windows and, at the ground, simply one
slender doorless entrance where I find
wide shallow multicoloured steps girdle
the wall, spiral up, up and up. Lens shaped
fat floors hover at random heights, can
be accessed by leaping across a sweeping
chasm. I leapt and slid across the silky slippy surface
of a convex floor last night and am
still falling down and down, watching
the floor rise to devour me. Yet here
I stand waiting to ascend once more.
A voice asks:
What pecks now at the bleached bones
of your ideology and who weighs
the sins that you will not repent?
I do not know but must climb anew
until I locate an answer in each crying smile
of the many small children that gather around
each tower, hands pressed to the walls.
Commentary:
This is (almost) a blow by bow account of a dream I had several months ago. It
filled my mind as I woke up and haunted me for most of the day. I get weird
dreams sometimes…
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Jill Vance
End of Season
Stomping knee-high wellies,
freeing from the tread,
fragments of forest
on to the doorstep of garnet-red.
Hanging from my wrist
as if Dali’s dripping pendulum,
an umbrella: light, compact,
resplendent with poppies.
At each shake, spokes jerk,
upending a sea of water,
platinum ring, a cushion cut
solitaire, sliding down my finger.
I mind-write on a wish list,
a pair of gloves
that are butter-soft
and fit as a second skin.
Must find the key, it should
be safe in the quilted pocket,
but nitwit, I’m in a nightgown
half-hearing a shopping
channel’s chatter. Let’s
hope unlike last Thursday,
I’ve not been sleep talking
and asking anything of Alexa.
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Flora Cruft
Hurricanes Can Be Heard Underwater
Spiderfish swim on my wall
In the drowsy heat
I open a door.
damp and muted with sleep,
slipping her over me
The high pitch

plump as rosebuds
I rise from my body,
There are my parents in their bed
I step neatly into my mother,
like a dress.
air thickens to howl

When my father falls
there is a judder in him,
I watch his legs
a cliff face crumbling
His eyes find mine

for the first time
some inner machinery halts.
release
into the sea.
I catch his fear as he falls

From her poetry pamphlet: I am a Spider Mother, published by Amato &
Muldown March 2022, the Mum Poem Press. Permission granted to publish
elsewhere, with credit given.
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Janet Harper
She dreams
and unpicks truths,
traces steps
patterned soft
by shade
sifts
contradictions,
spread like buttons
on a pillow
her mind
sews pockets,
lets out seams
sewn too tight
in sleep, she takes
a half-remembered
hand, fingers knitted,
a perfect fit,
they turn to face the sun
step out into the sky
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Isabel de Andreis
dreams of my bird child
every night at three I step down
the stairs through the sitting
room and kitchen then
the back door I go and into
the back garden where my July
child (who is now grown up) arrives
simultaneously on my
shoulder for a moment eyes
facing into the same direction
we watch the others of its kind they
comforted by the afternoon sun we
covered by half shade while tender
light illuminates the inhomogenous faces cheek to
cheek no wing to cheek I sit
on the garden bench alone for a
minute go into the kitchen make
a cup of coffee in the morning
I drink it on the same garden bench and
am frequently approached by curious but
anonymous birds
—dreams of my bird child
Previously published in The Bind Collective.
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Jenny Hockey
Offers Ample Space
When I stumble into the room I forgot
it’s huge. When I open the door it’s
yes, of course and how did I come to overlook
my own mid-century lounge, the curved sweep
of the windows, metal-framed and looking out
on lawns, with a hedge above and Essex fields
closing in, grass I haven’t cut for months —
always that overcast light, common during the war
when the people who’d sit in my lounge after lunch
would bring out something to knit or mend, something
cheerful on the wireless, Tommy Handley, Vera Lynn?
Dishes done, they’d snooze in my lounge, added by Jim
in the thirties — after his money came through,
enough to pebble-dash the walls, fit five external lights.
Now it’s grown too large — except on restless nights
when I turn to the pillow’s other side, find its chill
and pull up covers like sun-warmed waves.
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Gillie Robic
At dark of the moon
I creep out of the phosphorescent waves,
up the beach to the headland where Penitents gather
in sackcloth, singing and chanting dispiritedly.
To avoid contagion, I move along the sand
until I hear the thump of jazz. I slither to the edge
of light, peer in at clinging bodies, dancers, listeners.
Gesturing fingers conjure up volumes of liquor,
wet reflections pool the bar, hooded eyes, wrinkles;
throats and mouths swallow and smack.
Couples in clinches limp dreamily towards the dunes
unaware of my presence, or any of the mutations
wrapped in invisibility, spreading.
Growls of lust, shock, disgust; matches struck,
howls of fury and whimpers punctuate the air,
slap and suck of compromised flesh.
A kind of limb thuds at my feet. I flicker and turn away
to the jazz. Blurred vision boosts it to glory
over the perturbations. This is the only direction.
Sound aureoles sax, drums, ivories, fretworks,
works round the corners of air, bends blue notes,
makes sense of syncopations, the off-ness of things.
The nightly ritual tapers, hissing surf calls me back
among the Luminescents, we swim to the reef wall.
Sunlight seeps into the corals. Edge-gilded, we sleep.
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Sally St. Clair
The Boy, the Fisherman, and the Woman
‘I was nine years old when I lost my mother to the sea. I’d known
she was going. . . I could taste the salt of her dreams in the air.
Sometimes I fancy before she left, her skin had grown cold,
as if her blood was already turning to sea-water . . .
My father took her clothes and put them in a sack. He said,
burn them. Then he shut his door. I lit a fire, but burnt only sticks.
I took the sack and laid it down beside me. Put my arms around it.
After a while I could feel the smell of my mother’s body.
Now she’s been gone seven years and all I have left of her
is that shadowy scent I hold in my arms each night.
I have come to wait for her, here on these slippery rocks
where the seagulls howl. I see each one circle before they drop
like a bolt beneath the rocking water. Do they see my mother?
Down there in the dead still light, in the water which is now her air?’
She comes up in the net, her feet caught in the string.
Rolling over in the fish, she seems unbreathing . . .
he thinks, she’s drowning. He reaches down, wants
to give her his hand, sees her eyes grow milky,
she flops, suddenly soft, over the side of the net,
back to the sea. She never makes a sound.
Under the greeny water, she’s staring up. The net
sliding through his hand.
Fish fly after her.
He’s losing them
back to the sea.
The rope tears his hands.
She’s turning, coming close to the boat, leaping out of the water
grasping his arms and he thinks she’ll have me over . . . .
The woman licks his fingers. Her tongue rasps his skin.
Her gripping hands are cold. She licks the blood clean away.
Now he sees quite clearly, she’s clothed, but wet through.
Her hair black, tangled, glittering with scales.
‘I’ve been dreaming of the sea, each night a different sea.
In my dream I’m walking, sometimes flying, but I know
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where I’m going. The sea is drawing me.’
‘I heard they’d caught a woman in their net. She struggled to get back
to the water. They said she was a lunatic. Stinking of seaweed.
I thought of her each night. Once, as I woke I fancied the room
full of water, but it was only sunlight rippling across the wall.
Tonight I must go. I will take only the ring my husband gave me
the day our son was born. I will lay out a white cloth on our table
and I will put a vase of violets in the centre. I will leave for them
hearts of cream with wild strawberries, and small soft cakes.’
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Fran Fernández Arce
Dream Are Us
Stumbling through the park
we escape from the rain. We seek out the riverbed to fall under
its mould. Stubbornly we float like
willow branches, downtrodden
leaves. Only missing, rocks,
stones for the soles of our shoes.
Time is slipping, sinking in
synchronised motions, seconds in
a day. With the river below our
feet, we walk under the rain.
Time is not something we have
to spare. In these sleepless
nights where dreams step out,
tip toeing around our heads, time
exists in the hours we ignore.
If we could reverse it, gain some extra
seconds, we would float out of sight.
Time is water pouring from our fingers
while we wash each other’s hair. A day
has just the right amount of hours to
make us feel like make-believe. We go
to bed early. We shift alongside a
unique orbit while the universe keeps a
different speed. Dreams are us trying to
catch up.
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Nora Nadjarian
Sigmund Freud and the coffee capsule
He does not want to sleep because of dreams and their interpretation. He sits at
his desk and writes notes on a patient – a woman named Hope who’s training to
become an equestrian. She tells him it’s a fine art, that the barbarians who watch
applaud, but don’t understand. Sigmund looks at the capsule which could be
barbaric, it keeps him awake all night. Hope keeps him awake most nights. When
he dreams of her she’s on a white stallion at the Spanish Riding School,
freestyling dressage. She is stunning, and nude, and dangerous. The audience
boos: She’s a woman, she’s a woman. He wakes up, drinks more coffee, writes
more notes. Something about this is cruel and complex. Something else about it
is a bold woman on a broken horse in the spotlight. He feels ashamed and
ridiculous and hopeful.
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Anoushka Swaminathan
still unnamed (& soon to die)
note: continues on next page, to preserve formatting
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still unnamed, soon to die (& erasure)
it is
night
even in her dreams there is
no respite
even as she sleeps,
so rare,
the visions all depict her end
here is how it always goes

:

salt, blood streams
down
her cheeks, carving out canyons and scaring away
trespassers on her
skin, which doubles as
her home, a warmth pressing
down
on her bones
cells and
soul
mingle in the unseen space
her skin
bones
break
everyday. she
does not blink, does not

under

shudder

she is a paragon of
all
the perfect virtues,
the perfect daughter-student-sister, she
is slowly collapsing. but her
star
for a few moments before
dying, and
that is
all
that matters

will have ﬂourished

even in
death, she
will shine a light for everyone else, and that is
that matters
it is
night
even in her dreams there is
no respite
even as she sleeps, so
rare,
the visions all depict her end
here is how it always goes
salt, blood streams

down

:

all

her cheeks, carving out canyons and scaring away
trespassers on her
skin, which doubles as
her home, a warmth pressing
down
on her bones
cells and
soul
mingle in the unseen space
her skin
bones
break
everyday. she
does not blink, does not

under

shudder

she is a paragon of
all
the perfect virtues,
the perfect daughter-student-sister, she
is slowly collapsing. but her
star
for a few moments before
dying, and
that is
all
that matters

will have ﬂourished

even in
death, she
will shine a light for everyone else, and that is
that matters

all

